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"Saku Saku: Love Blooms with the Cherry Blossoms" is a romantic
school comedy game with fantasy elements. A mysterious girl
appears, and asks you to give her a special mission: "There is a
boy I want to fall in love with. He has never fallen in love before.
He is a 2nd year student at a certain school, and his job is as a
guardian of love. Will you help me bring this boy and this girl
together?" At first, you have a variety of different choices to
make. Not only will you be thinking about the normal aspects of
dating – like the timing of a meeting, or the behavior of the two
people – but you'll also have to think of other factors as well. Even
the choice of a body to be given to you is important: if you get a
body with a cute girl's face, you'll get your mission immediately.
And there are various endings and routes to choose from. The
game also has a ton of words to decipher for letters to be read
aloud. In fact, you can even choose to read the contents of letters
aloud, which should be useful. There are also many characters to
meet in the story. Will you be able to bring about a special
meeting between a boy and girl with all the antics of each?
Characters: Main Character: Asaba Yuma A male protagonist who
is very skilled at love. An accomplished love expert. He doesn't
really want to fall in love, and even has a bounty placed upon his
head. He meets a mysterious girl, who is a fairy of love. Yuma can
engage in conversations with the girl. * Regarding the full voice
acting, much of the dialogue of Yuma is voiced by Hijime Sousuke.
He was featured in the Saku Saku: Love Blooms with the Cherry
Blossoms anime movie as well. Sub Characters: Hira The main
character of the anime film "Mashiro Iro Symphony". She is a fairy
of love and met Yuma when he was a little kid, thus, she
remembers him. She is so adorable! She's a happy and
lighthearted character. Reika A rich and prestigious girl. She is
head of the homeroom of class 2-A. Yumi A 2nd year girl who
meets Yuma the same time Yuma meets Hira.
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Fantasy Memory Card Game Features Key:
Arcade style game play
More than 8 different levels to play
Addictive gameplay
Beautiful, original sound effects.
Client-side Rating System
Support Google Tasks

What is it about?
Mercury is an arcade style game where the player moves along a trail collecting orbs to reach their
destination.
The longer the player runs the more the CPU gets busy and Mercury has to wait for it to calm down
before collecting more orbs.
That's when the game starts to get harder as Mercury has to wait longer and longer between orbs to
make sure she doesn't get too tired.
Eventually Mercury gets to the second and final stage where the CPU can't move anymore. That's
when things get even harder.
As Mercury has to dash from one orb to the next the game slows down as the game can only process
one action (in this case dash) at a time.
When there are no more orbs Mercury has to complete a certain number of jumps to continue. The
easier the jump the more orbs Mercury has to jump.

Release Date
This project was just released on May 24, 2012 on cocos2d.org.
Since this was just released there is still major stuff not implemented.
basic sprite
running fast
inverted platforms
inverted ending
don't fall
No trials
New level
collecting more orbs
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